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YOUNG VETIVER ROOTS IN WATER (HYDROPONICS) IN AUSTRALIA
MATURE VETIVER ROOTS IN WATER (HYDROPONICS) IN AUSTRALIA
INDIA HANDICRAFTS WITH VETIVER ROOTS AFTER ESSENTIAL OIL EXTRACTION
GROWING VETIVER IN BAGS FOR ESSENTIAL OIL PRODUCTION IN THAILAND
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VETIVER ROOTS IN THAILAND FOR OIL AND OTHER USES- HANDICRAFT AND BIOFUEL
In Senegal and Mali Vetiver root is used for “purification” and flavoring drinking water.

The vetiver root bundle is put in the drinking water container at home or commercial plastic drinking water bottle. Each root bundle sold in the markets for 50 FCFA (.08 USD)
GROWING VETIVER IN BAGS FOR WATER PURIFICATION AND FLAVOURING IN SENEGAL, WEST AFRICA
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GROWING VETIVER IN OLD TYRES FOR WATER PURIFICATION AND FLAVOURING IN SENEGAL, WEST AFRICA
WASHING SOIL FROM OLD TYRES CONTAINERS IN SENEGAL, WEST AFRICA
DRYING ROOTS READY FOR USE